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Current Challenges

Limited resources for UA             

Ecosystem 



Thailand EAI/IDN/UA Activities



Thailand UA Local Initiative Key Activities in 2021
* Online Workshop: Setting up an Email Server with EAI Support on 

CentOS8
There are 34 participants actively attended and practiced in the workshop, 
including 2 from Lao National Internet Center (LANIC).

* UA Github Pull Request Hackathon to make open-source project UA-Ready
A total of 38 pull requests, one request was accepted for merging to the base 
repository.

* WebPresso: Create Business Digital Identity
THNIC Foundation joined hands with the Thai Webmaster Association 
explained the benefits of creating websites and using Thai domain names and 
emails for businesses to create digital identity and gain trust 
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Thailand UA Local Initiative Key Activities in 2022

* Online Workshop: Setting up an Email 
Server with EAI Support on Ubuntu 20

* Online Workshop: Developed UA-
Readiness with PHPMailer

* Develop online (self-paced) training + 
labs on setting up an email server with 
EAI support 

* Botnoi Chatbot Marahackathon

* IDN and UA awareness raising by 
Thai influencers 

* Developing tools for checking Email, 
Domain, and TLD follow “UA Python 
training”
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Online training course & labs on setting up an email 
server with EAI support
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https://รู้จัก.ไทย/courses/eai/



IDN and UA awareness raising by Thai influencers 
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https://รู้จัก.ไทย/thnic-hired-a-famous-thai-youtuber-from-the-khongpangkhongkwan-channel/
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Ecosystem 
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Current Challenges - Ecosystem for user experiences



ccNSO and Universal Acceptance

• Limited resources for UA
• The ccNSO should organize session(s) on UA readiness and 

practices for and by ccTLDs at Tech Day or ccNSO meetings

• Lack of specific policies to support UA-readiness
• The ccNSO should encourage ccTLDs to raise awareness 

about the importance and need for UA readiness among 
newcomers 

• Ecosystem
• The ccNSO, in collaboration with  UASG, should encourage 

ccTLDs to reach out to social media sites and platforms (FB, 
Line, Linked-in), ensuring support urls and emails in local 
languages
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